This note is concerned with the extension to locally convex spaces of a theorem of J. Y. Barry [i]. The basic assumptions are as follows.
T is its strong dual. For any subset A of E, we denote by w(A) the closure of A in the or-(E, E f )-topology. See [2] for further information about locally convex spaces. By a projection we shall mean a continuous linear mapping of E into itself which is idempotent. A net { P : or € p} of projections will be said to a be increasing if a > a 1 always implies P P = P P = P -a a' a' a a' The symbol V P is used to denote that projection, if it exists, a a with the properties i) ( V P ) (E) = elm { P (E)} , the smallest a a a closed linear subspace of E which contains U P (E) , and This note is excerpted from the author 1 s doctoral dissertation, Yale University.
that P= V P and Px = lim P x for all x in E if and only if a a a { P } has a weak x-cluster point for every x in E . a Proof:
I) When P exists, it is apparent that Px = lim P x is ex a a weak x-cluster point of { P } for every x . a II) Conversely, letting y be a weak x-cluster point of { P } , we first show that a Now let W be any neighborhood of zero in E , and find a neighborhood U of zero in E such that U -f U C W . Since { P } is bounded and E is barreled, { P } is eauicontinuous a a and there is a neighborhood V of zero such that P (V)CU for a -every a .
Let or > ark, U D V for every k = 1, 2, . .
, and
From these statements it follows that y -P x € U + U C W ' x a Hence Iim P x = y .
Let Px = lim P x . Since { P } is a a x a a a 2 eauicontinuous, P is in E T . Also, from 1), P x = Pv = ' x lim P y = lim P x = Px .
Hence P is a projection. Also, or a x a a PP =PP = P for all a . a a a
Finally, if x € 0 (I -P )(E) then (I -P )x = x for all a . a a a Hence (I -P)x = x -lim P x = lim (x -P x) = x .
Therefore, a a a a f| (I -P))(E)C (I -P) (E) . At the same time, for each a , a a -( I -P ) ( I -P ) = I -P -P + P P = I -P . Consequently, a a a (I-P) (E)C(I-P ) (E) for every a so that (I -P) (E) C -a -0 (I -P ) (E) .
Likewise, since Px = iim P x by definition, a a a a we have P(E)C elm {P (E)} , while from PP = P we get -or at a P (E)C P(E) for every a , so that P(E) = elm { P (E)} a -ce Thus we are justified in using the notation P = V P .
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